C A B I N E T R Y

CLASSIC QUALITY FOR
EVERY VISION AND BUDGET
Wolf Classic™ is available in four distinct series to make it easy
to find the right cabinetry for every project — and stay within
your budget. With carefully curated styles, finishes, features
and more, every need is met with a quality choice. And now,
you can enjoy extra design flexibility with our new Personalized
Solutions program. Modify cabinets, add storage solutions and
choose popular colors to make a customized design statement
in your home.
All Wolf Classic cabinets are also hand-crafted, combining
generations of woodworking expertise with today’s latest
manufacturing technologies. Solid hardwood components
and a state-of-the-art finishing system produce a consistently
beautiful and long-lasting appearance. With Wolf Classic,
you’re assured of the ideal combination of quality and value.

ON COVER:
SOMERSET WHITE PAINT
Island: DARTMOUTH BROWNSTONE STAIN
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DARTMOUTH
WHITE PAINT
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QUICK SHIP FOR
DELIVERY IN DAYS,
NOT WEEKS

FORM & FUNCTION MEET.

Classic style and practical storage make your dream a reality. Our Quick Ship option can make it come
true sooner than you imagine — get your cabinets delivered in days, not weeks. Then, enjoy your affordable,
high-quality Wolf Classic cabinets with the peace of mind of our industry-leading 5-Year Warranty.

EXPRESSION
SERIES

INSIGHT+
SERIES

INSIGHT
SERIES

IMPACT
SERIES

½" plywood sides

•

•

•

•

Solid wood dovetail drawers

•

•

•

•

¾" adjustable plywood shelves

•

•

•

•

Full overlay doors

•

Soft-close doors

•

•

Soft-close drawers

•

•

Quick Ship

•

•

•

•

Special Order offering

•

•

•

ADA-compliant cabinets

•

•

•

Special Order truckload
colors & construction

•

•

•

WOLF CLASSIC FEATURES
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EXPRESSION SERIES

DARTMOUTH

White Paint

BERWYN

Pewter Paint

Grey Stain

Honey Stain

DARTMOUTH 5-PIECE

White Paint

Pewter Paint

Brownstone Stain

Opal Paint

YORK

Grey Stain

White Paint

INSIGHT+ SERIES

Grey Stain

INSIGHT SERIES

HANOVER

White Paint

Dark Sable Stain

IMPACT SERIES

SAGINAW

Grey Stain

Honey Stain

SOMERSET

Chestnut Stain

Dark Sable Stain

White Paint

INTRODUCING WOLF CLASSIC™ COMPLEMENTS
You can now personalize your kitchen and bath with nine complementary accent colors for base
cabinets, islands, vanities and more. See pages 24-25 to learn more about Wolf Classic Complements.
Available on Dartmouth, Dartmouth 5-Piece, York and Hanover door styles

Palmetto

Seabreeze

Bayside

Seaport

Biscayne

Midnight

Stonybrook

Juniper

Laurel
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Wall Cabinets: DARTMOUTH WHITE PAINT
Base Cabinets: DARTMOUTH PEWTER PAINT

EXPRESSION SERIES

DARTMOUTH
A blank slate can be a wonderful thing. With our Dartmouth cabinets,
any kitchen can have a clean, contemporary look. Modern Shakerstyle doors make the perfect canvas for your hardware and accessory
choices. Available in four different stains and two popular paints,
Dartmouth cabinets are as adaptable as they are good-looking.
ALSO AVAILABLE IN:

White Paint
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Honey Stain

Grey Stain

Dark Sable Stain

Brownstone Stain

Pewter Paint

DARTMOUTH FEATURES:
• Full overlay mortise and tenon door

WOLF CLASSIC™ COMPLEMENTS
SPECIAL ORDER FINISHES:

• Maple door with recessed plywood veneer
center panel (stains) or HDF door with recessed
MDF center panel (paints)
• Maple drawer front (stains) or HDF drawer front (paints)

Palmetto

Seabreeze

Bayside

Seaport

Biscayne

Midnight

Stonybrook

Juniper

Laurel

• ½" plywood sides, back, top and bottom
• ¾" all wood corner blocks
• ¾" bullnosed adjustable plywood shelves
• Solid wood dovetail drawer construction
• Full-extension undermount drawer glides with
soft-close mechanism
• Hidden, six-way adjustable hinges with soft-close mechanism
• Hidden plywood hanging rails top and bottom

C A B I N E T R Y
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Wall Cabinets: DARTMOUTH WHITE PAINT
Base Cabinets: DARTMOUTH 5-PIECE BISCAYNE PAINT
Island: DARTMOUTH 5-PIECE PALMETTO PAINT

EXPRESSION SERIES

DARTMOUTH 5-PIECE
The popular and contemporary Dartmouth style offers a little added
flair with 5-piece drawer fronts. Available in Pewter and White Paint
or Grey Stain, these doors and drawers are sure to bring class and
distinction to any kitchen.

ALSO AVAILABLE IN:

White Paint
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Pewter Paint

Grey Stain

DARTMOUTH 5-PIECE FEATURES:
• Full overlay mortise and tenon door

WOLF CLASSIC™ COMPLEMENTS
SPECIAL ORDER FINISHES:

• Maple door with recessed plywood veneer center panel
(stain) or HDF door with recessed MDF center panel (paints)
• Maple five-piece drawer front with recessed plywood veneer
center panel (stain) or HDF five-piece drawer front with
recessed MDF center panel (paints)

Palmetto

Seabreeze

Bayside

Seaport

Biscayne

Midnight

Stonybrook

Juniper

Laurel

• ½" plywood sides, back, top and bottom
• ¾" all wood corner blocks
• ¾" bullnosed adjustable plywood shelves
• Solid wood dovetail drawer construction
• Full-extension undermount drawer glides with
soft-close mechanism
• Hidden, six-way adjustable hinges with soft-close mechanism
• Hidden plywood hanging rails top and bottom

C A B I N E T R Y
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BERWYN OPAL PAINT

EXPRESSION SERIES

BERWYN
Berwyn combines tradition and elegance. This full overlay door
is available exclusively in our Opal Paint, which combines the
warmth of white with cool grey undertones.

Opal Paint
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BERWYN FEATURES:
• Full overlay mitered door
• Maple door with recessed MDF center panel
• Maple five-piece drawer front with recessed MDF center panel
• ½" plywood sides, back, top and bottom
• ¾" all wood corner blocks
• ¾" bullnosed adjustable plywood shelves
• Solid wood dovetail drawer construction
• Full-extension undermount drawer glides with soft-close mechanism
• Hidden, six-way adjustable hinges with soft-close mechanism
• Hidden plywood hanging rails top and bottom

C A B I N E T R Y
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YORK WHITE PAINT

EXPRESSION SERIES

YORK
With clean lines and a classic look, York cabinets are a homeowner’s
dream. Available in a paint and stain finish, York cabinets make the
perfect match for any design. Versatile, with enough detail to elevate
the style of your space.

ALSO AVAILABLE IN:

White Paint
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Grey Stain

YORK FEATURES:
• Full overlay mortise and tenon door

WOLF CLASSIC™ COMPLEMENTS
SPECIAL ORDER FINISHES:

• Maple door with recessed plywood veneer center panel (stain)
or HDF door with recessed MDF center panel (paint)
• Maple five-piece drawer front with recessed plywood veneer
center panel (stain) or HDF five-piece drawer front with recessed
MDF center panel (paint)

Palmetto

Seabreeze

Bayside

Seaport

Biscayne

Midnight

Stonybrook

Juniper

Laurel

• ½" plywood sides, back, top and bottom
• ¾" all wood corner blocks
• ¾" bullnosed adjustable plywood shelves
• Solid wood dovetail drawer construction
• Full-extension undermount drawer glides with
soft-close mechanism
• Hidden, six-way adjustable hinges with soft-close mechanism
• Hidden plywood hanging rails top and bottom

C A B I N E T R Y
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HANOVER GREY STAIN

INSIGHT+ SERIES

HANOVER
Hanover is a refreshing style that will complement any design
aesthetic. Available in our classic White Paint or popular Grey Stain,
this transitional choice is simultaneously understated and loaded
with character.
ALSO AVAILABLE IN:

Grey Stain
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White Paint

HANOVER FEATURES:
• Standard overlay mortise and tenon door

WOLF CLASSIC™ COMPLEMENTS
SPECIAL ORDER FINISHES:

• Maple door with recessed plywood veneer center panel (stain)
or HDF door with recessed MDF center panel (paint)
• Maple drawer front (stain) or HDF drawer front (paint)
• ½" plywood sides, back, top and bottom

Palmetto

Seabreeze

Bayside

Seaport

Biscayne

Midnight

Stonybrook

Juniper

Laurel

• ¾" all wood corner blocks
• ¾" bullnosed adjustable plywood shelves
• Solid wood dovetail drawer construction
• Full-extension undermount drawer glides with
soft-close mechanism
• Hidden, six-way adjustable hinges with soft-close mechanism
• Hidden plywood hanging rails top and bottom

C A B I N E T R Y
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SAGINAW HONEY STAIN

INSIGHT SERIES

SAGINAW
Classic styling, with a nod to what’s new. The raised panel cabinets
say “traditional” but with a slightly bolder, cleaner line. Choose from
chestnut, dark sable or honey finishes.

ALSO AVAILABLE IN:

Honey Stain
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Dark Sable Stain

Chestnut Stain

SAGINAW FEATURES:
• Standard overlay mortise and tenon door
• Maple door with raised plywood veneer center panel
• Maple drawer front
• ½" plywood sides, back, top and bottom
• ¾" all wood corner blocks
• ¾" bullnosed adjustable plywood shelves
• Solid wood dovetail drawer construction
• Side mount drawer glides
• Hidden, six-way adjustable hinges
• Hidden plywood hanging rails top and bottom

C A B I N E T R Y
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SOMERSET WHITE PAINT

IMPACT SERIES

SOMERSET
A recessed panel door with a clean design that complements
both transitional and contemporary styles.

White Paint
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SOMERSET FEATURES:
• Standard overlay mortise and tenon door
• HDF door with recessed MDF center panel
• HDF drawer front
• ½" plywood sides, top and bottom
• ½" plywood back (¹/8" panel with 3/8" structural perimeter)
• ¾" all wood corner blocks
• ¾" plywood shelves
• Solid wood dovetail drawer construction
• Side mount drawer glides
• Hidden, six-way adjustable hinges

C A B I N E T R Y
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YORK SEAPORT PAINT

PERSONALIZED SOLUTIONS.
THINKING OUTSIDE THE BOX.
It’s your space …your vision. Bring them together affordably with Personalized
Solutions from Wolf Classic™ cabinets. Personalized Solutions lets you modify
many of our popular Wolf Classic cabinets to fit your one-of-a-kind style.
With this new program, Wolf Classic becomes a complete cabinetry solution –
so not only can you make a customized design statement, but you’ll also
enjoy extra design flexibility, easily accommodate the character of your space
and incorporate the latest trends in vibrant colors – all in a fraction of the time.
Just think outside the box.
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YORK SEAPORT PAINT

Tip Out Tray

BERWYN OPAL PAINT

Personalized Solutions
combines the immediate
availability of always-in-stock
Wolf Classic cabinets with
ample design flexibility,
so you can:

• Modify cabinets with more design options to meet the
needs of your space and satisfy your unique style
• Install storage solutions, like pull-out organizers and
tip-out trays, pre-installed, which ensures more precise
and time-saving installation
• Select trending colors and color combinations through
a wider variety of complementary paints, letting you add
even more creative flair

C A B I N E T R Y
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DARTMOUTH

Palmetto

Seabreeze

DARTMOUTH 5-PIECE

Palmetto

Seabreeze

YORK

Wall Cabinets: DARTMOUTH WHITE PAINT
Base Cabinets: DARTMOUTH 5-PIECE BISCAYNE PAINT
Island: DARTMOUTH 5-PIECE PALMETTO PAINT

MIXING. MATCHING.
EYE-CATCHING.

Palmetto

Seabreeze

HANOVER

There’s a whole new way to make your kitchen your style. Thanks to
Wolf Classic Complements, you can now personalize your kitchen
and bath with accent colors for base cabinets, islands, vanities
and more. They’re the perfect complement to our most popular
Wolf Classic styles and colors and are a surefire way to draw plenty
of compliments, too.
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Palmetto

Seabreeze

WOLF CLASSIC™ COMPLEMENTS

Bayside

Seaport

Biscayne

Midnight

Stonybrook

Juniper

Laurel

Bayside

Seaport

Biscayne

Midnight

Stonybrook

Juniper

Laurel

Bayside

Seaport

Biscayne

Midnight

Stonybrook

Juniper

Laurel

Bayside

Seaport

Biscayne

Midnight

Stonybrook

Juniper

Laurel

STORAGE SOLUTIONS
A PLACE FOR EVERYTHING
When designing Wolf Classic cabinets, we had both form and function in mind. From food
storage to recycling, these simple solutions will make your space work hard for you.

Pull Out Organizer

BERWYN OPAL PAINT

Base Corner Lazy Susan

DARTMOUTH 5-PIECE PEWTER PAINT

Double Knife Block Insert
SOMERSET WHITE PAINT
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Waste Container Storage
HANOVER GREY STAIN

Cutlery Insert

SOMERSET WHITE PAINT

Sink Base Caddy

HANOVER GREY STAIN

Food Storage Organizer
HANOVER GREY STAIN

Spice Organizer Insert

SOMERSET WHITE PAINT

C A B I N E T R Y
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YORK
WHITE PAINT
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Affordable, high-quality cabinets with
an industry-leading five-year warranty
and features typically found in much
more expensive cabinetry.

C A B I N E T R Y
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Wolf Home Products® is an innovator in the building products industry. We’ve cultivated
more than 175 years of business experience into a total satisfaction guarantee. With our
vast inventory of kitchen and bath, outdoor living and building products, we deliver your
orders in a fraction of the time and ensure you get unparalleled value — when and where
you need it. Wolf stands behind our service because, above all, Wolf stands behind you.

Find us on Instagram @wolfhomeproducts
for inspiration on your next project!

Kitchen & Bath

Outdoor Living

wolfhomeproducts.com |

Building Products

© 2020 Wolf Home Products. All Rights Reserved.

All photos are representative of product. Please review an actual product sample with your dealer
before making your final selection. Information contained within is subject to change without notice.
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